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The German literature of the eighteenth century is
a literature which takes no count of a public ; indeed
it has no public in a collective, social sense. The
Germans of that age had no unique centre where the
heart-beat of the nation's life could be felt: Vienna,
the only city that could claim a hereditary right to
be the London or Paris of the German-speaking
world, was ostracized on account of political develop-
ments and the great religious schism; even racially
it was at no time entitled to play a representative role.
As for the North German towns, they were little
better than provincial market-towns. This in itself,
and quite apart from any instinctive characteristic of
the northern temperament, prevented German litera-
ture from being a social phenomenon ; it militated, in
particular, against the development of the drama;
it encouraged provincialism—in its essence a kind of
individualism ; but this defect turned out in reality to
be a virtue and a source of strength : for it gave
Germany's literature its peculiar mission in the
European commonwealth of letters. In no literature
of the eighteenth century is the individual soul so
faithfully reflected as it is in German poetry; no
literature faces the problems of the individual life
with such earnestness and such insight; none can
offer such help and consolation to the seeker after
truth who has lost his way in the mazes of life, or to
the shipwrecked voyager buffeted by a sea of spiritual
troubles. This is what makes Goethe's Faust the
deepest poem of the individual life in modern
literature, the never-failing consolation of all who have
" eaten their bread with sorrow and spent long nights
in tears ", the breviary of a new faith in the essential
goodness of the world.
All the greater German literature of its age shares
in this quality of Faust; indeed, this poem is a kind
of microcosm of the epoch spanned by its creator's
life. Stendhal once compared the novelist to a man
passing along the highway of life bearing a mirror:

